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of the 2nd ordinary JCR meeting of Hilary Term 2011
Meeting Details: Monday of 4th Week
7pm, Jesus College JCR.

7.
SOCIAL REPORT
-TOGA PARTY IN BAR FRIDAY 4TH WEEK,
ROMAN FUN AND GAMES...? SAFETY PINS

Key to motions:

AVAILABLE IN LODGE

15.
GREEN REPORT
-GREEN WEEK AT OUSU
-MORE VOLUNTEERS FOR POWER METER
TESTING

1.
2.
3.

MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING
MATTERS ARISING
PRESIDENT’S REPORT

-ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE FEEDBACK TO DANI
-5TH WEEK: JCR CLOSED FOR 1 HOUR FOR TSAF
-RENT RISES IN DISCUSSION- CONFIRMATION
AFTER GOVERNING BODY ON WEDS

16.
8.

WELFARE REPORT

-Lumbers still against compulsory Welfare
Meetings with Megan
-Yoga issues resolved

9.

ACCESS & CAREERS REPORT

-REPRESENTATION ON COMMITTEES TO BE
CONFIRMED ON WEDS

-ONGOING ISSUE: MESS IN JCR, WILL START
GETTING CHARGED IF THIS CONTINUES

10.
DIVERSITIES REPORT
-QUEER HISTORY MONTH IN OXFFORD
11.

4.
TREASURER’S REPORT
-INTERACTIVE FORMS FOR CLAIMING BACK
MONEY FROM JCR
-SURVEY FOR NEWSPAPER PREFERENCES TO
BE SENT OUT

5.
SECRETARY’S REPORT
-ELECTIONS FOR SOCIAL SEC, ENTZ REP,
TH
CHARITIES BALLOTS IN 7 WEEK,
TH
NOMINATIONS SHEET UP IN 6 WEEK
6.

OUSU REPORT

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS REPORT

12.
-TSAF
-KEBLE ARTS WEEK
13.
-STILL NEED MORE PEOPLE

ARTS REPORT
SPORTS REPORT

14.
CHARITIES REPORT
-RAG BLIND DATE RUNNING IN 5TH WEEK
-RAG RAID IN BIRMINGHAM ON SATURDAY
-CHARITIES NOMINATIONS CLOSE ON WEDS
-RAG EXEC SHADOWING- MEETINGS AT THURS
4:30
-LOST ON SAT 6TH WEK

BAR AND FOOD REPORT

-Food committee meeting next Thurs
-Buy more drinks at bar....

17.

IT REPORT

-computers for JCR ordered- same screens
-we have a website!!
-www.tsaf.co.uk up and running

18.

QUESTIONING

19. SOCIAL BUDGET
This JCR notes:
i) Budget
ii) Social Budget
iii) Social Secretary
iv) £1500
v) Jazzy Handout
vi) Not a happy bunny
This JCR further notes:
vii) That due to circumstances beyond the
control of the JCR committee, the i) is not
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available at the moment, and thus neither is
the ii).

20. JCR EMAILS

viii) The fact that a ii) has not been
agreed upon is causing the iii) problems
in doing his job.
ix) Furthermore, the fact that a ii) has not
been agreed upon, is causing the iii) to
become vi).
x) The iii) has estimated that he requires
a maximum (upper limit) of iv) to
organise the terms social events, details
of which are given on the v).

This JCR notes:
(i) email
(ii) overcrowding of inboxes
(iii) general cyber-annoyance
(iv) likelihood of JCR members actually
bothering to read JCR emails

This JCR therefore proposes:
xi) To mandate the iii) to spend up to a
total of iv) on the terms social events, as
described in the term card and on the v),
with money from the JCR Entz levy and
the JCR budget.
Proposed: Bobby Sharp
Seconded: Oliver Davidson
For: Majority
Against: Abstentions: -

This JCR further notes:
(v) that we live in a technologically
advanced cyber-age, in which methods of
instantaneous communication such as (i)
have flourished.
(vi) that in some organisations this
beautiful Zeitgeist has become marred by
the (ii), creating (iii).
(vii) that this (iii) has become greater
within the membership of the JCR as a
result of increased (i) traffic on the JCR
mailing list and a persistent (ii)
(viii) that (iii) is not the only
disadvantage of overly-frequent JCR (i),
but also that this (ii) will decrease (iv)
making (i) a generally less effective
method of instantaneous communication.
This JCR therefore proposes:

MOTION PASSED

(ix) to limit, where possible, the (ii) by
encouraging the JCR Committee to use
more effectively the weekly JCR (i)
(x) to remind those using the JCR
mailing list that there exists a weekly
JCR (i) for items which do not require
immediate action.
Proposed: Michael Haynes
Seconded: Clarissa McMaster
For: Against: Majority
Abstentions: MOTION...fails
21. SHIT JCR EMAILS
This JCR notes:
i) Shit
ii) JCR emails
iii) super annoying
iv) harmless 'funny' banter
v) severe consequences
vi) feedback system
This JCR further notes:
vii) That i) ii) are iii).
viii) iv) in ii) is i) and iii).
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This JCR therefore proposes:
The perpetrators sending these i) ii)
should suffer v).
Additionally, a ii) vi) should be
implemented so no malignant iv) finds its
way into our inboxes again.
Proposed: Jon Dallimore
Seconded: Max Gordon-Brown
For: 17
Against: 4
Abstentions: 10
MOTION PASSES
22. BABIES WEEKEND
This JCR notes:
i) Babies weekend
ii) Jesus College
iii) £30
iv) £50 per weekend
v) £200
This JCR further notes:
vi) In the first meeting regarding i), ii)
told the committee that it would not
provide as much funding for i) as in
previous years, including the food
(Krispy Kreme and drinks) which most

of us had in the JCR on both mornings.
vii) ii) has also advised that invitations
express that students should bring iii),
covering the meal out on Saturday and
approximately £15 to spend in Oxford.
viii) Other possible events proposed
(G&Ds; bowling) may also stretch the iii)
many students will bring.
This JCR therefore proposes:
ix) to give the Babies Committee iv)
(working out at iv) over four weekends),
to ensure all Babies have the best
possible time in Oxford.
Proposed: Megan Lynch
Seconded: Stuart Macaulay
For: Majority
Against: Abstentions: MOTION PASSES
23. ROYAL WEDDING
This JCR notes:
i) Prince William Arthur Philip Louis
Windsor of Wales
ii) Catherine Elizabeth Middleton

iii) Holy Matrimony
iv) Historic Occasion for all Members of
the Commonwealth
v) A Fitting Tribute
vi) Royal Wedding Memorabilia
vii) £60
This JCR further notes:
viii) On the 16th of November 2010 it
was announced by Clarence House that i)
and ii) would be joined in iii).
ix) This is an iv) and the marriage will
happen on the 29th of April 2011. As all
our members are no doubt aware, our
college has strong links with the
monarchy and was founded by Queen
Elizabeth I in 1571. Therefore it is only
right that we should mark this iv) with v)
in the form of vi).
This JCR therefore proposes:
x) To give up to vii to the welfare
officers to purchase vi to be enjoyed by
the whole JCR
Proposed: Joss Knight
Seconded: Robert Trafford
For: majority
Against: 2
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Abstentions: MOTION PASSES
24. JCTT SUN BED
This JCR notes:
(i) Jesus College Tanning Team
(ii) A 16 Tube Pine Double Sunbed with
100 watt Philips Performance tubes, which
means it tans your body faster reaching every
part of your body
(iii) £816.00
(iv) Victory against the pale Tabs
This JCR further notes:
(v) That (i) plays an important role in
College life, but, that given the nature of the
sport, have been unable to secure funding
from the Amalgamated Sports budget.
(vi) JCTT will hold termly trials to ensure
the highest standards of tanning sportsmen
and women are achieved.
(vii) JCTT is willing to extend its team
membership but not beyond four teams, as
this makes training more of a challenge.
(viii) JCBC has too much money lauded
upon it, although JCTT is not averse to
training on a boat. Preferably a Yacht. In the
Bahamas.
(ix) JCTT captain is currently negotiating
with Cambridge to organise varsity for

Mykonos next term and JCTT must thus
maximise their training regime now.
This JCR therefore proposes:
(x) To provide (i) with (iii) to purchase (ii)
as (v) and (vi), such that (vii) and due to the
fact that (viii) and pivotally that the (ix), on
the grounds that Jesus College would hope to
ensure (iv).
(xi)
(i) would like to make clear that (ii)
will be available for all members of the JCR,
even those who do not tan competitively in a
quest to augment the JCR’s (already high)
positive aesthetic over the next few months.
Proposed: WJH (JCTT Social Secretary)
Seconded: MGB (JCTT Mens’ Captain)

For: 20
Against: 11
Abstentions: 4
MOTION PASSES
25. ROOM FOR ROWLEY
This JCR notes:
(i) David Rowley
(ii) A college mascot
(iii) Lower Second Class Degree
(iv) Empty Room

(v) The difficulty of finding employment in
the recession
(vi) JCR members' charitable empathy
This JCR further notes:
(vii) Alex Evans has an (iv), and (i) has a (iii)
and may struggle to get a job due to (v)
(viii) due to his (iii) and (v), (i) should use
his non-academic prowess to save college.
This JCR therefore proposes:
(viii) That given the frequently noted (vi) and
that (vii), each JCR member should pay a
small fee (tbc) to allow (i) to become (ii) and
live in Alex Evans' (iv).
Proposed: MGB
Seconded: Jocelyn Knight

MOTION WITHDRAWN
(Mentioning names- unconstitutional)
26. PUNTS
This JCR notes:
i) Punting
ii) Two punts
iii) Lots of fun
vi) £7.25
v) £6
vi) £600
vii) £2,452
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This JCR further notes:
viii) Every year Jesus College hires ii) in
Trinity Term in order to have iii) whilst i).
ix) This costs vii) and will therefore require a
charge of vi) to be paid on an opt-out basis
by every JCR member. With a subsidy of vi)
this would reduce the cost to v) per JCR
member.
This JCR therefore proposes:
x) To vote on one of the following three
options:
I) No JCR hire of punts in TT MMXI
II) No JCR subsidy of punts in TT MMXI
III) JCR subsidy of £600 of punts in TT
MMXI
and mandate the JCR Vice President to book
punts for Trinity Term MMXI for the use of
Jesus College JCR Members.
Proposed: Ollie Capehorn
Seconded: Yoon Hur

MOTION WITHDRAWN- to be
resubmitted with 3 punts being
considered and consulting MCR
25.

ANNOUNCEMENTS PERIOD

26.
27.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
NEXT MEETING
Yoon Hur
JCR Secretary
7/2/11

